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StableTable are unique patented self-stabilising table bases for professional use in the hospitality 
industry. The table bases automatically adjust to any uneven surface and manage height differences 
of up to 20-25 mm. No more adjustment screws, folded napkins under table legs or wobbly tables.

Our self-stabilizing bases
Lounge
Height;    500mm
Table tops;  550-800mm

Café/Dinner
Height;    700mm
Table tops;  550-1200mm

Poseur/Cocktail
Height;   1080mm
Table tops;  550-800mm

Colours;  
Black, high Alu-look silver, 
other colours on request 
and also in stainless steel.

StableTable® unique 
table bases are;

● Fully self-adjusting
● Manage height diff-
   erences up to 20-25mm
● Work on any uneven 
   surface
● Manages both bumps 
   and groves 
● Mechanical system -  
   no valves, no hydraulics, 
   no impact from external 
   factors
● Fully automatic
● Can be used both 
   in- and outdoors
● Make it easier to re-
   arrange the seating
● Save time
● Lower cost
● Give more satisfied 
   customers
● Makes less stressed 
   employees
● Promote increased 
   revenues
● Store up to 15 in the 
   same space as five. 

“No more wobbly tables!”

®

StableTable® - No ordinary tables!

StableTable® - Flip Top!
StableTable Classic Flip Top is based on the same unique self-stabilising system as all StableTable 
bases. In addition, it is fitted with a high-quality flip top mechanism that allows the table top to flip 90 
degrees. This makes them very compact to store and easy to lift in and out. StableTable Flip Top is 
the ideal solution for cafés or restaurants with limited storage area or where you move the tables in 
and out every day. 
With less than 7 kg of weight and with a built-in handle they are very easy to manage. Simple to flip, 
easy to lift and efficient to store. StableTable Flip Top can be used with round, square and rectangular 
table tops in sizes from 60 cm up to 80 cm round, 50x50 cm to 70x70 cm square or anything between 
50 and 70 cm rectangular. Use StableTable Flip Top in- or outside all year around on any type of 
surface!

Get all the functionality from StableTable self-stabilising tables and the ease of use from a flip top! Store up to 
15 bases in the same space as 5 standard bases.

Inside the centre pillar, well protected far away from gravel, dirt or other external influences sits 
the simple yet ingenious mechanical system that allows the legs to move and adjust to the 
ground while ensuring the correct height of the table. Due to the unique solution the table bases 
automatically adjust to both bumps and grooves and also take away approx. 50% of the tilt so 
that the tables easier align when placed next to each other.

Half-empty tables are annoying and revenue management is important and you need guests on 
all chairs. StableTable table bases are both light and easy to work with and you can easily move 
your tables around without them starting to wobble. Place two together as a 4-seater and if only 
two guests arrive pull the tables 10-15cm apart to create separate tables or set them as separate 
tables and move them together when necessary.

The tables are produced to the highest quality standards in an ISO-certified factory in Sweden 
and they are fully recyclable. Our special paint technique ensures that there is no chipping or 
flaking and the tables can be used outside all year round.


